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Rinzai Roku chapter 9 

 
Starting from today we are starting the very last Dai-Sesshin of this seichu training 
period. This summer seichu was short, But about 20 people have participated for the 
entire seichu and have been practicing together with me this old man and I am very 
grateful for it. Thank you.  
When seichu ends it’s ok for everyone to scatter in their own directions - the directions 
of their own likes. You can go anywhere and seek another teacher as you like. This here 
is not the only place to practice Zen. Therefore it’s fine to go to other places and practice 
and seek other teachers to practice. I’ve been living in this world for ninety three and a 
half years. Recently my legs really begun to hurt me and all of a sudden I really feel like 
an old man. I have all of a sudden become like an old grand and I look at you and I just 
love you. I just have compassion for you and maybe it’s not so good because I can no 
longer teach you in a sharp way I am accustomed to.  
That’s why I just said. It’s fine for you all to go your own way and find new teachers. As 
I’ve gotten older I am sorry to say but strict etiquette of the Zendo seems to be getting 
massed up.  
The deeper your practice gets the deeper your understanding of the fundamental tenets 
and principals gets. So never think  this whatever it might be is enough – this is good 
enough. That is just fake practice.  
So what we are planning to do for this next week? The only thing what I am praying for 
all of you trying to do is to open up your eyes clearly to what Tathagatha-Zen-practice is.  
But I talk about this in Teisho. For this morning I greet everybody and have tea with 
everybody.   
 
 
 
For people who are just beginning the practice of Zen it is very, very difficult to 
understand the Three Statements of Rinzai. In other religions the Trinity is taught about 
the unity of the three positions.But these Three Statements of Rinzai are much deeper 
than that. This principle is much more difficult to grasp than the Trinity. If you have 
studied the Trinity that is taught in other religions it might help you some, it might help 
you to understand a little bit of what Rinzai is trying to talk about. Buddhism however 
talks about the source, the state of the origin. And in the origin there is no room for 
questions or doubts . Questions or doubts are not allowed in the state of the origin.  
Someone has appeared and said that they wanted to have an ordination ceremony this 
Dai-Sesshin. That’s  a good thing. But if it comes to an ordination, a Roshi can’t just do 
that half hazardedly. You need to get the permission of your parents and your wife. If 
you don’t , you can cause all kind of trouble through an ordination ceremony so I’d like 
you to understand how to not cause trouble through having an ordination ceremony.  
When describing the origin as described in Buddhism it is said that the origin neither is 
sacred nor is secular.  
It’s not possible to end up using words. If we try to use our human wisdom in terms of 
the origin, then we end up looking at the origin or speaking about the origin as an object.  
During this sesshin we have people who are participating in their first sesshin an I really 
feel for them. This must be very difficult to understand for them. In other religions it 
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seems that they take the origin as something sacred and as an object and then they 
speak and debate about this sacred thing that they take as an object. Buddhism on the 
other hand from the very start of Buddhism has taught that the origin means the origin 
of absolutely everything. That means it doesn’t belong to subject and it doesn’t belong to 
object. Because the origin is the origin of absolutely everything it neither belongs to 
object nor subject it neither belongs to sacredness nor secularness.  
The man as we use to name Siddharta later founded the teaching called Buddhism and 
was given by his students the respectful title of Buddha. The Buddha taught that the 
state of the source neither belongs to subject nor object but he didn’t stop there. He 
further brought up the question – Who then can speak about that ? Who can say even 
that?  
We have to be very careful here. We caution you if you unquestioningly accept the 
existence of your self then you will also accept unquestioningly the existence of 
sacredness and secularness and you will end up from that point of view blablabla 
blabbering on and on about this and that. It is only the ‘I am’ proclaiming self that is born 
from the origin that can speak about the origin and talk about the origin in terms of it 
being sacred or in terms of it being silent or holy or not secular. 
The source is neither sacred nor secular neither good nor evil but it gives birth to both 
sacredness and secularness - both good and evil. I’m trying to use various ways to 
explain this to the beginning students but I’d like all of you to take it clearly and then sit 
Zazen and carefully contemplate it. As I’d been telling you, the Buddha taught about the 
origin by saying that the origin means the origin of everything. The enlightened one the 
one who became the Buddha taught that that source that origin of everything is 
comprised of two functions. The origin has two workings that are mutually opposing 
each other as its content and those two forces working together give birth to many and 
various different kind of things. You should understand that the activity which births 
everything is comprised of two opposing activities.  
Philosophy has developed in our world in various places at various times and Germany 
was one place where philosophy developed and they came up with this philosophical 
system called …?…… But whatever the German philosophy was Buddhism had already 
come up with this 2500 years before.  
The translator apologizes for not knowing, just for the record in Japanese it’s ‘niritsu 
haihan’ . I don’t know what it is in English.  
In any case the Buddha taught that this two fundamental opposing forces can be called 
tathagatha and tatha-agatha. It is taught that the tathagatha activity is the object activity 
and also the expanding activity and the tatha-agatha activity is the subject activity - the 
contracting activity. Also we teach that everybody should be able to understand that 
these two essential opposing forces inevitably meet each other. As an example let’s take 
men and women. Men and women stand up in their respective ‘I am’ selves in absolutely 
opposite positions. We can understand the man to be the expanding force and the 
woman to be the contracting force. Or we can equally understand the tatagatha - thus 
going activity to be the activity that affirms the self and the tatha-agatha – thus coming 
activity to be the activity that negates the self. It is by having both of these two essential 
opposing forces as its content that the activity of the origin is able to birth everything. 
The male forming activity is the plus activity and the female forming activity is the 
minus activity. This is the way I have been teaching you here at Mt.Baldy for so long and 
man and woman, plus and minus meet each other. You have to learn to understand that. 
The reason why they can meet each other is because they are acting in the same place.  
You must practice to understand what it means that plus and minus are acting in the 
same place. Another way that Buddhism defines the activities of plus and minus is to say 
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that they are will-less activities. The activities of plus and minus originally essentially 
are will-less and have no desire but for the sake of teaching if we posit the existence of 
personalities upon these two activities then it would be natural if they met each other 
they would have a conversation. Wouldn’t they talk to each other, wouldn’t say minus: 
‘Plus where did you come from?’, wouldn’t plus say: ‘Minus, where have you come from?’ 
This is at least one provisional expedient teaching in Tathagatha-Zen.  
Later you will run into the koan of ‘Where have you come from?’ So listen carefully now 
to this and don’t forget the fundamental law of nature behind this. Plus will probably 
answer according to Tathagatha-Zen: ‘I came from my source’ and minus will reply: ‘Oh, 
really that’s interesting, I came from my source, too and now here we are meeting each 
other.’ 
But what about this meeting. Do plus and minus stop at that situation having met 
thinking ‘Oh, it’s great to meet you, it’s so nice to see you.’ In no way do they ever fixate 
that meeting. 
They do not stop at having met each other. They break through that meeting and when 
they break through that means that plus enters the world of minus. Minus had departed 
from the origin and manifested the minus world up until the time she met plus and now 
experiences that world that minus had manifested and arrives at the source of minus. 
Tathagatha-Zen teaches about this in a very careful detailed way and says that plus 
experiences the world of minus means that within the world of minus he is manifesting 
zero is manifesting perfection. But the world of minus in this case is only half of the 
whole world and he is only done half of the whole. So this is an imperfect zero. Minus is 
the same in this. She breaks through their meeting and she enters the world of plus she 
experiences the world of plus and she arrives at the source of plus. Minus is in the same 
situation as plus is in this case. She also has done her activity of truly experiencing – in 
her case truly experiencing the world of plus as zero. But this is only half of the world 
she is only done zero in the half shared world of her home.  When it is said ‘The 
manifestation of zero in Tatagatha-Zen’ it means the manifestation of perfection - 
completion. But in this instance plus and minus have only done completely experiencing 
half of the entire world - half or their home.  
If you are just starting your Zen-practice I imagine that you are just listening to these 
word as words and it doesn’t really mean that much to you. But then later when you 
really sit Zazen and contemplate this, it will become clear to you. You are probably 
thinking ‘This Roshi is talking about something but it is not very interesting to me’.  
But I want you to be interested. So in order to try to cook up something interesting your 
heart I describe it like this I say.  
I’ve been talking about the condition of the origin but that means the state of one true 
nature – that means reality itself and if anything that can be called reality itself must 
include everything and that state of one true nature of reality of the origin is the 
manifestation of true love. Now finally some interest will arise in you. The origin is zero 
is one true nature it is the state that is greater than anything, the supreme state the 
absolute state. 
In the situation in which plus and minus have broken through each other and arrived at 
each others origin that I’d just described that is zero but it’s only half of the zero it’s only 
imperfect zero. We teach clearly to distinguish between this imperfect zero and perfect 
zero. In the same way we can distinguish this imperfect zero as being imperfect 
incomplete love different than true love.  
People come to think that they must live love that they must live a life of love for love 
and that’s important. But the problem is that most people think that imperfect love is all 
there is to love. And thinking that they make all kinds of mistakes. Probably most people 
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have experienced imperfect love because it’s pretty easy to experience imperfect love 
and it seems to be the nature of being a human being to then self-centeredly arbitrarily 
decide that imperfect love is all there is to love. 
What does it mean to be that kind of imperfect human being that decide things like that 
in an arbitrarily self-centered way. It means according to Buddhism to have the 
imperfect mind activity or heart activity as our content. What do we mean by mind or 
heart. According to Tathagatha-Zen when the two opposing essential forces become one 
that is zero. And we can personify that zero activity and call it the activity of heart or the 
activity of mind. According to Buddhism when the perfect heart activity manifests that is 
perfect zero and we also can call that same activity the activity of emptiness.  
The perfect zero activity the complete activity of sunyata-emptiness can be understood 
in a personified way as the complete human activity as the complete love activity. The 
complete heart activity is the activity of the complete self the perfect self that is the 
perfect zero activity. But what about the imperfect activity the imperfect state. I talked 
about this so many times that those of you who heard it before should already know 
that.  
Plus and minus meet each other but than they break through that meeting and arrive at 
each others origin. It is this state which is the state of the imperfect self activity - the 
state of the imperfect mind activity. Don’t forget this. It will come up over and over again 
in your practice. So please remember it carefully. This is the state in which imperfect 
heart activities relate to each other – this is what we call imperfect love - incomplete 
love. You must at this point come to manifest the kind of knowing which at least clearly 
understand that this world of imperfect love is a world where people blabber and jabber 
on and on endlessly about love.  
Sometimes people ask me to perform a wedding ceremony and so I do. When it comes to 
ceremonies funeral are a lot fun to do but in fact weddings are no fun. You understand 
what I am talking about? You understand the principle behind this ? If you could 
understand this it would be pretty good.  
What I am talking about is that people who have experienced imperfect love and think 
that that is true love. Even if they might marry each other they often will end separate 
again.  
But a real marriage ceremony is a ceremony where people who have experienced 
imperfect love vow to then go on and manifest true love.  
What I am saying now though is that even people who do stand up and say and vow ‘I 
am getting married in order to manifest complete love – even those people end up 
separating from each other . That’s why I dislike weddings.  
But if they really could with strong will have the ideal of manifesting true love their life’s 
ideal then it will be alright. But sometimes it just doesn’t go well and they end up 
separating. That’s why I hate weddings. I tell you that I hate weddings but you really 
don’t understand what I mean. You don’t give me your true understanding at it.  
But funerals – once you die once -that’ s it. There’s no two funeral people. That’s why 
funerals are so enjoyable. The heart activity the mind activity acts to manifest the 
perfect heart activity and the imperfect heart activity. The heart activity acts to make all 
of the two essential functions of plus and minus as its content and when that happens 
then zero manifests. However, that zero that has plus and minus as its content separates 
and divides itself – plus and minus separate from each other. The plus heart activity and 
the minus heart activity separate from each other. Here is the real crux of the matter 
when plus and minus separate from each other according to Buddhism distance 
manifests in between them. According to Buddhism this distance is the very founding of 
the self. That distance manifests receiving plus and minus equally. The distance 
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manifests receiving equally both plus and minus but Buddhism says that never in the 
very beginning does it receive all of both plus and minus. If an existing being manifested 
with all plus and minus as its content that would be the perfect existent being. If the 
selves that manifested were the perfect selves than there would never be any trouble. 
There would never be any problem. But that selves that manifest are imperfect selves 
and problems do occur. Troubles happen according to Buddhism. The imperfect self 
appears and at that very moment of the birth of the self the plus activity also becomes 
imperfect. And that imperfect plus is called the activity of the past. The minus activity 
also simultaneously at the very moment when the imperfect self is born also becomes 
imperfect and in this case we call the imperfect minus activity the future activity. The 
world that here manifests is the world of past present and future. This world of the three 
worlds according to Buddhism is the sentient world – the world of sentient beings. Sit 
Zazen and carefully contemplate this state. The word ‘meditation’ is very popular. So it’s 
fine that meditation is so popular but Tathagatha-Zen says that this is what you should 
contemplate when you meditate. You should be contemplating that the total heart 
activity divides itself into two and that when the heart activity divides in two past, 
present and future manifest. People study trivial boring Zen – I know it’s rude to call it 
trivial, boring but…ok.. people study Zen and they do meditation. But the kind of 
meditation they do just causes them to have meditation-sickness and they get more and 
more confused and misled.  
The two forces break through and then in between them a place where they had met 
manifests. That is when past, present and future appear. They break through and then in 
between them appears a distance. And that distance is the very beginning of a self. So 
please meditate this, contemplate this.  
The condition of the origin is neither the subject nor the object. It is the activity of 
emptiness. When you do the activity of true love, that is the same, that is the perfect zero 
activity that is the complete emptiness activity. When that activity of perfect love breaks 
open – divides itself into two – as I’ve been telling you that is when past, present and 
future appear right in the heart activity right within the one and only world. Meditate on 
that. 
 Buddhism teaches that distance manifests and that that distance is the foundation of the 
self that says ‘I am’. These days we live in the scientific age and people go to school and 
they learn where the babies come from. But I think they don’t teach the Tathagatha-Zen 
principle of things in school. I’m not just talking of course just about human babies  – 
mosquitos as well appear manifest following the same natural law. But these days 
because people are being taught this scientific thinking they don’t have the opportunity 
to encounter the Buddhist explanation of these things.  
Buddhism however says that there is no fundamental difference between the scientific 
visions of these things and the Buddhist vision of these things. They don’t contradict 
each other. If a scientist hears the Buddhist principle clearly probably they will agree 
with it, probably they will give us their agreement saying ‘Sure, that’s just what we say, 
too’. In the 25hundred or so years history of Buddhism has never had a conflict with 
science. Therefore it’s probably fair to say that what science is investigating and what 
Buddhism is investigating is fundamentally the same thing. It’s this law of nature – this 
reason of the way how things are. Of the end of this Dai-Sesshin will be the end of this 
summer seichu training period and some of you have been here for the whole period 
and listening to teishos throughout the period. But there are some new people here, so 
I’ve gone back to talk about how the self appears from the origin. But really there is 
nothing wrong with that. Zen-practice doesn’t mean just plodding forward all the time. 
It’s fine to go back to the very beginning. When plus and minus separate from each other 
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that according to Buddhism is when the world of human beings manifest. That’s when all 
existent beings appear. Let’s leave it up here for today. 
For the newcomers probably you’re thinking this just isn’t interesting to me. This just 
doesn’t have anything to do with me. But I hope that some way or another you can 
understand how important it is. Because Buddhism says that from the start we have to 
find a way to see how ourselves manifest in the first place. The reason why Buddhism 
says it  so important to see how the self who studies anything manifests in the first place 
is because when you study something unquestioningly acknowledging the existence of 
yourself it’s a very frightening a very dangerous thing. The ‘I am’ self does not appear 
randomly or unconditionally. Buddhism asserts the self manifest in a principled way, it 
manifests receiving both of the plus and minus forces equally.  
After the self appears then we have to face the question ‘How does the self grow?’ 
But that’s what we will talk about tomorrow. 
 
  


